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Call or text with any information

ADOPT CAT
A CRY FOR HELP FOR OUR FURRY FRIEND

Meet Vogue! (Foster parents call him Cosmo!)Vogue&#39;s 

estimated DOB is 4/18/21. Vogue&#39;s ice blue eyes, 

striped fur, and little gray ears truly make him the most 

eye-catching kitten out there! Vogue is a beautiful lynx 

point kitten who will melt your heart the moment you look 

at him. He loves sunning in his cat tree, wrestling with his 

siblings, and chasing string toys. Vogue is a little bit shy 

and reserved around people but he is slowly coming 

around. Because of this, he would prefer a quieter home 

with people he can learn to love and trust. Although he is a 

bit unsure, he is definitely gaining confidence and a love 

for chin scratches each day. Vogue is just starting to come 

out of his shell and show his personality. He enjoys head 

pets, pouncing on his mouse toys, and a whole lot of 

treats! When he&rsquo;s not up running around you can 

find him snuggled in a soft cat bed or looking out the 

window at all of the birds. He currently lives with a dog and 

a cat and does great with both of them. Vogue would love 

to be adopted into a home with another cat, or better yet, 

with one of his siblings, Ria or Martel. Vogue is also a 

perfect gentleman who always uses his litter box and 

scratching posts. He will be ready to go to his forever 

home in late July or early August once all of his vetting is 

completed. If you are looking for a stunning, sweet, quiet, 

and loving kitten, Vogue is your guy! You won&rsquo;t 

want to pass up an opportunity to come meet him!

Interested in adopting this lovable animal? Please go to our 

website www.wagsmn.org and fill out an Adoption 

Application.&nbsp; Once the application is processed, a 

Wags representative will contact you, answer any 

questions you may have, and set up a time/location for a 

meet and greet!&nbsp; A home visit is required prior to 

adoption.&nbsp;

Thank you for choosing to adopt!

Breed and temperament determination:&nbsp; Wags 

&amp; Whiskers Animal Rescue attempts to determine 

breed and temperament using a combination of looks, 

information provided to us at intake, and our experience 

with the animal while in our Rescue.&nbsp; We do not 

guarantee this determination.
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